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The Body is your Instrument

for Life



Body - Breath - Sound: The Big Picture

Palpation of the Anatomy: The Detail

The Singer’s Voice in action

Practical Application: Technical Approaches

Q&A: Discussion

TODAY’S PROGRAMME
“My soul took on a receptive attitude, my ear was tuned to Nature’s rhythmic harmony.” 

A T Still:  Autobiography Chapter xxvii 



The Joy of Being

The Joy of Life

The Joy of Breathing



A healthy vocal production 
has its roots in the coherent dynamic relationship of primary 

and thoracic respiration 
which itself depends on the ability of the MSS 

to respond spontaneously to the impulse to inhale…..
….hence the potency and relevance of 

the First Breath and the First Cry

Exploration of this idea leads us to 
an awareness of how key relationships 

throughout the body 
affect not only vocal health 

but how vocal health itself can be 
a signifier of whole body well-being 



DIAPHRAGMS: THE TRANSFORMERS 

Pelvic Floor

Thoracic Diaphragm

Vocal Folds

Cranial Diaphragm



Abdominal Cavity
large

Thoracic Cavity
medium

Cranio-facial Cavity
small

Air  -  Pressurised

Fluid - variable but low

Sound  -  atmospheric pressure

SIGNIFICANT PHYSICAL AND ENERGETIC QUALITIES OF DIFFERENT CAVITIES IN REGARD TO 
SOUND PRODUCTION



pirimidalis: organises and 
stimulates whole abdominal wall

high energy  output

low energy input fluid wave

sound wave

mediator air wave

Energy Amplification through the Cavities



INHALATION 

EXHALATION







The Detail:

 Tubes within Tubes

Suspension and Support

Function of the Larynx

Relationship to the Whole

Inner & Outer



The extrinsic muscles of the 
larynx and pharynx carry 
compensatory postural strains 
which will affect vocal habit 
and function



The Fascial Continuum integrates 
and maintains dynamic tensional 
relationship throughout the body





Superior Laryngeal n/. 
supplies Crico-Thyroid 
m/. and sensation in 
glottic and supra-
glottic area

Recurrent laryngeal n/. all 
intrinsic m/. of Larynx NB inc. 
the posterior cricoarytenoid 
m/. the only m/. that can 
open the vocal folds.





SOME RESOURCES

YouTube: AnatomyZone 

YouTube: Clinical 
Anatomy Explained

The Human Vocal Tract - 
Crelin

The Singing Cure - 
Newham

The Right to Speak - 
Rodenburg

Our Sound is our Wound -
Winkett

Forms of Vitality - Stern

Musicophilia - Sacks

This is your brain on 
Music - Levitin



LUNCH…



“Every creature utters a 

sound according to its nature: 

Every sound reveals the inmost 

processes of  the soul. 

It is an inner world that 

reveals itself  here, a world of  

moods of  soul which become 

manifest in the reverberating 

air.”

Theodore Schwenk:  

Sensitive Chaos explores subtle 
patterns and phenomena in 
water, air and their relationship 
to biological forms. The 
narrative of  the book is in the 
tradition of  Goethe and 
Rudolph Steiner 
viewing nature as ruled by a 
single unifying principle which is 
apparent in all movement and 
form.



‘HEARING ....... IS A 
FORM OF TOUCH’ 

EVELYN GLENNIE



How do you see the world?

Gloucester, blind: “I see it feelingly ”

King Lear: Act 4 Sc 6



Active Listening...

...The Body not just the Sound



Structure...an expression of the perfection of design

Function ... an active expression of that structure



NATURE’S RHYTHMIC 
HARMONY 

MULTIPLE PATTERNS INTERACTING TO CREATE VITAL 
WHOLE



Breathing

Structure

Active Listening

Sound

!e Whole



PRACTICAL



lungs 

thorax

anterior ribs

clavicles

diaphragm

pelvic floor

transversus thoracis

anterior throat

mandible cranial base

hyoid

TMJ

ilio-psoas
cervical spine

pelvis

transversus abdominis

LSJ hips

shoulder complex

Decisions, Decisions………

crico-thyroid



Plato quotes Socrates in The Republic:  

" Musical training is a more  
potent instrument  
than any other because  
rhythm and harmony  
find their way into the inward  
places of the  
soul"



Andrew Taylor Still 
1828 -1917

The Father of Osteopathy 


